Introduction
The origin of electroweak symmetry breaking remains a principal open question in highenergy physics. In the Standard Model (SM), the breakdown of the electroweak symmetry is induced by the vacuum expectation value of a scalar field, which transforms non-trivially under the SU (2) L × U (1) Y symmetry. A consequence of this mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking is the presence of a physical scalar Higgs particle, with well-defined couplings to fermions and gauge bosons. The search for such a particle at lepton and hadron colliders is therefore a paramount goal in particle physics. The LEP experiments have already excluded at 95% C.L. the presence of a SM-like Higgs with mass below 114.4 GeV [1] . In the coming years, Higgs searches will be performed at hadron colliders.
The Tevatron collider at Fermilab has an active Higgs search program and has already excluded a SM-like Higgs at 95% C.L. in the mass range 160-170 GeV [2] . The Tevatron is expected to operate until the end of 2011. It is likely that by this time the CDF and D0 experiments will collect 10-12 fb −1 apiece and achieve some improvements in the analysis, yielding a significant chance that they will be able to probe the entire SM Higgs mass range 110−190 GeV. A similar conclusion is reached for the parameter space of the Higgs sector in the CP -conserving MSSM, provided that the limits derived from SM-like Higgs searches are statistically combined with limits from direct searches for the non-standard Higgs bosons [3] . The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN will begin collisions at the end of 2009 with an expected center-of-mass energy of several TeV, and the ATLAS and CMS experiments will collect on the order of a few hundred pb −1 of data during 2010. A higher center of mass energy of 14 TeV is expected to be achieved after this run, once the necessary upgrades are completed. The anticipated rate of data acquisition at 14 TeV in the early years of the LHC is expected to be a few to 10 fb −1 /year. Once the LHC acquires a few fb −1 of data at 14 TeV, the Tevatron and LHC reaches for a light Higgs boson may be comparable and even complementary in some searches. Eventually, once the LHC experiments collect 10 to 30 fb −1 of 14 TeV data, the LHC will probe the SM and MSSM Higgs sectors at high statistical significance, far superior to what is attainable at the Tevatron [4, 5] .
In this study, we analyze the Tevatron and LHC reach for the MSSM Higgs sector [6] - [20] in the presence of explicit CP -violation [21] - [32] . At the Tevatron we consider 10 fb −1 in all channels and provide projections for a set of possible improvements in signal efficiencies. For the LHC, to study the possible initial complementarity with the Tevatron results, we consider the case of 3 fb −1 at 14 TeV. To display the long-term LHC capabilities, we also
show the results for 30 fb −1 at 14 TeV in the most challenging scenario. Let us mention that there are alternative possibilities for the LHC timeline where the collision energy is kept 2 below 14 TeV for several years, and the upgrade to 14 TeV is only completed later. We do not attempt an analysis of these scenarios because we base our study on the Higgs reach projections presented by the LHC collaborations, which are only fully complete for a center of mass energy of 14 TeV. For reference, preliminary results indicate that to obtain the same Higgs reach, the luminosity at 10 TeV should be twice as large as that which is required at 14 TeV [33] . Our work differs in three significant ways from previous analyses of Higgs searches in the MSSM with explicit CP -violation performed in Refs. [34, 35] . First, for the Tevatron we use the 2009 limits from the CDF and D0 experiments given in Refs.
[36]- [41] . For the LHC we incorporate the projections presented by the experimental collaborations in the most recent technical design and expected physics performance documents [4, 5] . These projections show marked differences from the earlier TDRs, and as a result the priority for some channels has been reduced, while others have been elevated. Secondly, for both colliders we analyze the potential for the non-standard MSSM Higgs searches, and provide the combination with the SM-like Higgs reach. These two types of searches offer considerable complementarity and together can be used to cover most of the analyzed parameter space. For the Tevatron, we also include the reach for the charged Higgs. Finally, we present the combination of the Tevatron discovery reach with the LHC reach at 3 fb −1 . At this low LHC integrated luminosity, the statistical significances offered by the two colliders may be comparable, and so it may be of interest to perform the combination. We present this analysis only for the SM-like Higgs search channels, which offer greater complementarity than the non-standard channels.
For the LHC reach we compute and combine discovery significances using Poisson statistics and the profile likelihood ratio, evaluated on data fixed to the expected values for the signals and backgrounds. For the Tevatron we work with 95% C.L. upper bounds on the signal presented by CDF and D0, combining them in inverse quadrature. This combination method is strictly valid only in the Gaussian limit; however, it was tested in Ref. [3] and found to match well with the combination derived from a full analysis performed by the collaborations. A further discussion of statistical methods is presented in Appendix A.
In the MSSM Higgs sector, CP -violation can occur via the incorporation of explicit phases in the supersymmetry breaking parameters. CP -violating phases can be removed from the tree-level Higgs potential by field redefinitions. However, phases in the soft trilinear couplings and the gaugino mass terms influence the effective Higgs Lagrangian through loop corrections [22, 23] . We shall work in the CPX benchmark scenario, defined by the following parameter values at the soft scale [30] :
In the above, A f are the trilinear Higgs sfermion couplings, M S is the characteristic scale of soft supersymmetry breaking scalar masses, and Mg is the gluino mass. We set the top quark mass to m t = 173.1 GeV. We shall perform our analysis scanning over the charged Higgs mass M H + and tan β over the ranges (100 GeV, 400 GeV) and (2, 60), respectively, for a variety of complex phases of A t,b,τ and Mg 1 . Masses, mixings, and branching ratios are computed with CPsuperH [42] and HDECAY [43] ; SM Higgs cross sections are taken from Ref.
[44] and rescaled to obtain cross sections in the MSSM. The dominant effects of the phases are twofold. First, they cause the neutral Higgs mass eigenstates to become admixtures of CP -even and CP -odd components, modifying the couplings to gauge bosons relative to those in the case with no CP -violation. For example, the lightest neutral Higgs can now have a significant CP -odd component, strongly suppressing its couplings to the W and Z bosons. Secondly, the Yukawa couplings are altered, leading in particular to modifications of the neutral Higgs decay branching ratios to bb and τ + τ − , and different production cross sections through the bottom quark fusion and gluon fusion mechanisms. We examine separately the reach in those channels designed to search for a Higgs with SM-like gauge couplings (hereafter referred to as an "SM-like Higgs"), and in those channels which probe either neutral scalars with negligible gauge couplings (hereafter, "non-standard Higgs") or charged Higgs states, in order to understand the complementarity of their coverages. Afterwards we combine the statistical significances of all channels to obtain an overall reach in the MSSM Higgs parameter space. Our presentation is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the couplings of the MSSM effective Lagrangian that are of particular relevance for understanding the CPX reach. In section 3 we present and analyze the results for the Tevatron and make conservative estimates of the improvements in signal efficiency necessary to cover large regions of parameter space. Section 4 contains the projections for the LHC, and we offer conclusions in section 5. Appendix A offers a brief review of statistical methods, followed by a discussion of the approximations used in the text to compute and combine exclusion limits and discovery significances for multiple channels at the Tevatron and LHC. Appendix B extends some of the discussion in the text to the case of CP -conserving benchmark scenarios.
Effective Yukawa Couplings
The radiative corrections to the Yukawa couplings of Higgs states to down-type fermions [45] - [46] play a significant role in inducing CP -violating effects in the Higgs sector and can strongly affect the SM-like Higgs search channels at colliders. The scalar and pseudoscalar neutral Higgs couplings to bottom quarks in the effective Lagrangian are given by [34] 
where g f is the SM scalar coupling given by the bottom quark mass over the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs, and g S,P are given by
Here O jk is the neutral Higgs mixing matrix, where j is associated with the gauge eigenstate {H are given by (− sin α/ cos β) and (cos α/ cos β), respectively, and the rescaling factors are given by
In Fig. 1 we plot the squares of g In the large M H + limit, (− sin α) → cos β and cos α → sin β, so the h scalar coupling converges to the SM value. Similarly, in the small M H + limit, the H 3 scalar coupling becomes that of the SM. Finally, in the non-standard Higgs limit (large M H + for H, or small M H + for h) and for large tan β, the effective coupling of the non-standard Higgs approaches tan β/(1 + κ b tan β), which should be contrasted with the tree level behavior proportional to tan β. Although the coupling is still enhanced relative to the SM value, it is suppressed relative to the tree level MSSM value.
It is important to be precise with terminology: as defined in the Introduction, an SM-like Higgs is one with significant couplings to vector bosons, not necessarily one with SM-like fermionic couplings. The distinction is relevant, for example, at moderate values of M H + , where the first two terms of the h scalar coupling are comparable because of the factor of κ b in the second term. For these values of M H + , h can be simultaneously SM-like and have an altered coupling to bb. Of course, this is true even for the tree level coupling, but the effective coupling is modified relative to tree level by the factor in Eq. 2.4 which can generate a significant suppression when (− cot α) < tan β.
It is also important to observe that the τ + τ − H i effective coupling must take a similar form to that of bbH i , but with radiative terms proportional to α 1,2 instead of α s . 
Tevatron Results
Neutral Higgs states with SM-like couplings to gauge bosons are sought at the Tevatron in associated production with a W or Z boson and in gluon fusion channels, with the Higgs decay to bb providing the dominant decay channel in the former case and Higgs decay to W + W − providing the dominant channel in the latter [51] - [54] . We compute projections for the expected upper limits on the signal from the combination of these channels at CDF and D0 with 10 fb −1 per channel and 0%, 25%, and 50% improvements in signal efficiencies.
Neutral states with non-standard gauge couplings are probed mainly in the inclusive φ → τ + τ − channel [55, 56] , but also exclusively in associated production with bottom quarks, with the Higgs decaying into either bottom quark or τ lepton pairs [57, 58] . For these channels we consider 7 and 10 fb −1 , but without improvement in efficiency. The extension of the reach by efficiency improvements can be easily estimated: since the signal scales approximately with tan 2 β, any eventual improvement in efficiency will produce a further extension of the reach in tan β by the square root of the efficiency improvement. Furthermore, the 95% C.L. expected upper bound on the signal with 25% improvements is essentially equivalent to the 90% limit with no improvements 3 . The charged Higgs is sought in decays of the top quark [40, 59] ,
We present the non-standard Higgs results in combination with those from the charged Higgs, since both particles can be classified together as strictly beyond-the-SM scalars. Finally, we combine the two classes of searches, SM-like and non-standard + charged, to derive the strongest possible constraint on the MSSM Higgs parameter space. In all figures the shaded gray regions denote exclusion limits from LEP [60] , and solid black indicates theoretically disallowed regions. Note that the expected 95% C.L. limits are obtained under the assumption that the data reflects only the average number of background events. If signal is also present and the data reflects the average value of signal+background for some point in the MSSM parameter space, the observed limit will be somewhat weaker, with an average value given by R obs ≈ R exp + 1, where R is the upper bound on the signal normalized to the expected signal in the MSSM 4 .
For further discussion, see Appendix A. In this work we will consider three sets of phases for A t,b,τ and Mg: (0
and (140
In the course of our study we examined other values of the CP -violating phases, including the departure from setting common phases for A t,b,τ and Mg. However, the results were qualitatively similar, and in particular, all unique features of interest also appeared in one or more cases discussed here. We consider first the case without explicit CP -violation, in order to understand features which are independent of the phases. The results from SM-like searches, non-standard + charged Higgs search channels, and the combination are given in the first column of Fig. 2 . The decoupling limit is probed at 95% C.L. with a 50% improvement in signal efficiency for the SM-like search channels. In this limit M H 1 ≈ 121 GeV with the top mass set to 173.1 GeV. Smaller efficiency improvements more readily probe the region of lower tan β, where M H 1 121 GeV and the SM Higgs constraint is stronger.
Here a word about experimental mass resolution is in order. If the mass difference between two Higgs states is under a certain finite threshold, the detectors cannot resolve 9 the particles. Consequently, their statistical significances should be added directly rather than in quadrature, leading to a stronger limit. We take a representative experimental mass resolution of 10 GeV. The main effect of this approximate treatment appears as a discontinuous spike in the range M H + ≈ 135 − 155 GeV of the non-standard Higgs search constraint. The reason for this behavior is that in this range of M H + and for moderate to large tan β, radiative corrections drive a CP -even Higgs mass to within 10 GeV of the CP -odd Higgs mass. For slightly lower or higher values of M H + the approximate degeneracy is lifted. In all subsequent figures of this work, we include the finite mass resolution effects. Contrary to the CP -conserving cases analyzed in Ref. [3] , the SM-like Higgs search constraints become weaker with moderate, decreasing M H + . At tree level, the increase in O 11 significantly enhances the coupling of the SM-like Higgs to down-type fermions for smaller M H + , typically leading to a large region just above the intense coupling regime where the constraint is stronger than in the decoupling limit (see, for example, the Maximal Mixing scenario examined in Ref. [3] ). This feature does not appear in the CPX scenario in the absence of phases. The reason is that, as discussed before and shown in Fig. 1 , the κ b threshold corrections in Eq. 2.2 are significant due to the large value of µ taken in CPX. These corrections suppress the bbH 1 effective coupling relative to the tree level value, and therefore Br( At tree level the non-standard Higgs has a tan β enhanced coupling to τ + τ − that is not subject to large radiative corrections, and it is light enough to be produced for low to moderate M H + . As a result the constraint is significant in this region. The radiative increase in the τ + τ − branching fraction due to the suppression of bb is mostly compensated by the threshold suppression of the non-standard Higgs coupling to bottom quarks, which enters in both of the dominant production mechanisms of bb fusion and gluon fusion through a bottom loop [62] . H 1 becomes highly non-standard for moderate to large tan β and M H + 150 GeV. Therefore the limit comes mostly from H 1 and the CP -odd Higgs for M H + 150 GeV, and from the CP -odd and heavy CP -even Higgs for larger M H + . The non-standard constraint has the virtue of mostly filling the dip in the LEP constraint at M H + ≈ 140 GeV, which was due to a marginal excess in the LEP data around M H 1 ≈ 90 GeV. The charged Higgs searches from top decays become also relevant in this region of parameters, although in the absence of phases they do not independently reach 95% C.L. due to the large bottom coupling suppression in this scenario [63] . We stress the fact that neither the SM-like nor the non-standard + charged Higgs search is sufficient to reach the entire plane even with significant improvement. However, each search is most effective in the region where the other is weakest, providing excellent complementarity and strongly motivating a statistical combination. In the bottom left plot of Fig. 2 , we demonstrate that the combination of SM-like searches with 50% improvements in signal efficiency and non-standard + charged search channels is sufficient to cover the entire region previously unprobed by LEP. Now we consider the effects of CP -violation, setting arg(A t,b,τ ) = arg(Mg) = 90
• . The results are presented in the right-hand column of Fig. 2 . In the decoupling limit, H 1 is still SM-like; however, for M H + 160 GeV, H 1 becomes mostly CP -odd. H 2 is CP -odd in the decoupling limit, but transitions rapidly to become SM-like around M H + ≈ 150 GeV, and finally acquires non-standard couplings to gauge bosons for M H + 135 GeV. The fast transitions create a region of increased sensitivity compared to the CP -conserving case centered around M H + ≈ 150 GeV and stretching from low to moderate tan β. Although g ZZH 2 increases with tan β, the H 2 → bb branching ratio suppression limits the height of the region. The region ends sharply at M H + ≈ 130 GeV, where H 3 has become SM-like but the opening of the H 3 → H 1 H 1 channel heavily reduces the H 3 → bb branching ratio. As before the LEP constraint from e + e − → H 1 H 2 → 4b, 2b2τ takes over for lower values of M H + .
The phase for Mg influences the Higgs masses more mildly than phases for the trilinear couplings because it enters the mass matrix only at the 2-loop level. Nonetheless, it strengthens the SM-like constraint around M H + ≈ 200 GeV, primarily by counteracting the threshold suppression of g S H i bb as discussed in Section 2 and leading to a g S H i bb that is enhanced over the tree level value in this region. Correspondingly the feature familiar from the Maximal Mixing scenario, which we noted earlier was absent in CPX with vanishing phases, has begun to reemerge in the small M H + , moderate tan β region. For comparison with the case of vanishing phases, in the upper right plot of Fig. 3 we again present the ratio of the bb to τ + τ − branching ratios, each normalized to their SM values, now in the presence of the 90
• phases.
The non-standard + charged Higgs reach is similar to the case without phases. The two spikes, most visible on the combined plot, are the result of the mass resolution prescription discussed above. Below M H + = 150 GeV, H 3 and H 2 are within 10 GeV; above, H 2 and H 1 share this property. From the final figure, it is again evident that the combination of channels is essential to cover nearly the entire plane at 95% C.L.
We note that with 90
• phases there appears a small hole in the LEP coverage at low M H + and low tan β adjacent to the theoretically disallowed region, which is unprobed by any of the Tevatron search channels. The presence of this hole was first discussed in Ref. [34] and is generated by the possible decay of the SM-like Higgs boson into a pair of H 1 's, which acquire a significant CP -odd Higgs component. The hole is discussed in detail in Ref. [64] and channels which may help to cover it at hadron colliders are studied in Ref. [65] - [71] . Our results are qualitatively consistent with the LEP experiment plots from Ref. [60] 5 . In the M H +
coordinates this hole appears as a very small region; however, it covers a significant portion of the range M H 1 45 GeV, and indicates that a light Higgs scenario phenomenologically similar to what has been proposed in the context of the NMSSM [72] has still not been fully ruled out in the MSSM. In this hole the decays H 2 → H 1 H 1 → 4b, 4τ considered by LEP are significant; however, since tan β is small, H 2 is of mixed composition and its dominant production mechanisms are suppressed. Recently, the authors of Ref. [73] reanalyzed the ALEPH data, extending the reach of the 4τ channel to higher values of M H 2 . However, this channel still only covers a small subset of this hole, because it is only efficient for 2m τ < M H 1 < 2m b , and the ZZH 2 coupling is typically suppressed in this region.
Finally, we consider a case with larger values for the phases, with projections given in Fig. 4 . For arg(A t,b,τ ) = 140
• and arg(Mg) = 140
• , the coverage appears more unusual than in previous cases. Near M H + ≈ 160 GeV and tan β ≈ 45, M H 1 and M H 2 become degenerate. Around this point there is sufficient variation in the mixing matrix so that in one direction the SM Higgs becomes strongly up-type, suppressing the τ + τ − width, while in another direction the different terms in Eq. 2.2 interfere destructively and suppress the bb width. The result is demonstrated in the bottom plot of Fig. 3 : there exist both large areas of parameter space where the branching ratio to bb is suppressed while τ + τ − is enhanced, and large areas where the reverse occurs. The former leads to the unprobed red stripes in the SM-like searches, centered on the degeneracy point at moderate to large tan β, but the latter causes the coverage to be extended to a 95% C.L. limit with only a 25% efficiency improvement for large tan β and moderate to large M H + . The LEP coverage traces out a region of moderate tan β where sbottom corrections to M H 1 are maximized [34] . These corrections are negative and proportional to |h b | 4 , where h b is the effective bottom quark Yukawa coupling. The modulus depends on the CP -violating phases in such a way that if cos φ < 0 (assuming a common phase φ for A t and Mg), then M H 1 has a local minimum at cot β = −|∆h b /h b | cos φ. As we noted earlier, |∆h b /h b | ≈ −1/20, so around tan β ≈ 25 the LEP constraints are stronger than for either lower or higher values of tan β. In the (140 • , 140 • ) case the utility of the non-standard and SM-like combination is particularly manifest. Most of parameter space can be covered by SM-like searches, with the exception of the stripes where the bb branching ratio of the SM-like Higgs is suppressed. The stripes occur precisely in the low M H + , large tan β region where the non-standard search is most effective. This effect is not unique to the MSSM with CP -violation; a similar suppression of the bb channels in this region and the corresponding complementarity of coverage exists in the small-α ef f scenario studied in Refs. [3] , [74] - [76] .
LHC Results
For the LHC we examine the discovery reach for an integrated luminosity of 3 fb −1 in all channels. For the case of 140
• phases, which is the most difficult to probe, we also present the reach for 30 fb −1 . Table 1 lists the search channels we use from CMS, taken from
Refs. [5, 77, 78] , and the channels from ATLAS, given in Ref. [4] . The searches for φ → τ + τ − , µ + µ − in association with bottom quarks are probes of the non-standard Higgs; the rest are SM-like Higgs channels. The experimental studies of the non-standard channels present the expected 5σ contour in the (M A , tan β) plane in CP -conserving benchmark scenarios. However, to a good approximation the production cross section of the non-standard Higgs via bottom quark fusion is independent of the benchmark values, and scales as tan 2 β in most of parameter space. Therefore we employ this scaling relation to extend the experimental analyses to expected significances on the full (M H + , tan β) plane in CPX. Furthermore, for simplicity we omit channels which probe the charged Higgs, where the expected discovery region is mostly The dominant SM-like search channels in all cases are φ → τ + τ − with weak boson fusion (WBF) production [79, 80, 81] and the inclusive search for φ → γγ [82] . Since the τ + τ − channel relies on the coupling of the Higgs state to vector bosons, it is indeed an SM-like search; however, the strong enhancement of the φ → τ + τ − branching ratio evident in Fig. 3 implies that this search is strongest in the intense coupling regime, where multiple states may Fig. 3 , the introduction of 90
• phases reduces the tan β-enhanced suppression of the coupling to bottom quarks, preventing the τ + τ − branching fraction from becoming as large as in the case with vanishing phases. This makes the τ + τ − channel relatively weaker than in the case without CP -violation, and in particular causes the low tan β, large M H + region to be unprobed by this channel. Instead, the region is covered by the φ → γγ search, which can probe the decoupling limit at 2 − 3σ with 3 fb −1 .
As discussed previously for the Tevatron, in the (140 In all sets of phases, the combination of SM-like and non-standard channels considerably strengthens the statistical significance of the LHC results with 3 fb −1 . Note that in the context of this combination, a 5σ significance does not necessarily imply a resonance peak in the data with this significance corresponding to any Higgs state; for example, it could be generated by only a 3σ excess coming from the SM-like Higgs combined with a 4σ excess from the nonstandard Higgs. The correct interpretation is that taken together, these excesses indicate an exclusion of the background-only hypothesis at 5σ. Of course, it is desirable to eventually discover the particles individually and measure their properties. This will take longer, but can be achieved with a higher integrated luminosity: we have checked that when the data set approaches 30 fb −1 , it is no longer necessary to go beyond the SM-like searches in order to probe the whole plane at 5σ in the cases of vanishing and 90
• phases. However, as mentioned previously, for 140
• phases there is still a small region at low tan β and low M H + which is unconstrained by LEP and is not probed at 5σ by the SM-like channels with 30 fb −1 . This demonstrates that even with a considerable amount of data the combined analysis of standard and non-standard Higgs searches may still remain relevant.
It is interesting to note that whereas the strongest LHC SM-like Higgs searches are in the τ + τ − and γγ channels, the Tevatron searches are mainly sensitive to the bb branching ratio.
This generates complementarity in the coverage offered by the two colliders. In Fig. 8 we give the discovery significance plots for each set of phases obtained by combining the projected reach of the SM-like search channels with 3 fb −1 of data from the LHC and 10 fb −1 + 50% efficiency improvements from the Tevatron 7 . Particularly in the cases with nonzero phases, there are large regions where the LHC coverage is at the 2−3σ level or lower. In combination with the Tevatron the potential reach achieves 3σ on most of the plane. As discussed in the Introduction, depending on the data-taking rate of the LHC when it reaches a few fb −1 , this complementarity suggests that it may be worthwhile to perform the combination. Further examples of Tevatron-LHC combinations are presented in Appendix B for standard CPconserving benchmark scenarios.
Conclusions
In this work we have analyzed in detail the Tevatron and LHC reach for the Higgs sector in the MSSM with explicit CP -violating phases, providing the most up-to-date projections for the exclusion and discovery potential of these machines in this scenario. Our primary goals regarding the Tevatron search analyses were to outline improvement factors necessary to probe most of the parameter space, and to exhibit the considerable complementarity offered by search channels applicable for Higgs states with SM-like gauge couplings, and channels relevant for charged Higgs bosons and neutral Higgs states with negligible gauge couplings but enhanced couplings to fermions. We find that taken in statistical combination these two classes of Higgs searches can probe the entire parameter plane in a benchmark scenario that exhibits strong CP -violating influence on the MSSM Higgs sector. The low luminosity LHC offers complementary capabilities to the Tevatron. The SM-like Higgs searches tend to be more efficient in the regions where the Higgs decay branching ratio into bottom quark pairs is suppressed, a region that becomes quite difficult for searches at the Tevatron. With this in mind, we have examined the possibility of combining SM-like Higgs search results from the Tevatron and LHC, and found that it can serve to probe nearly the whole parameter space at more than 2σ in regions in which neither the Tevatron nor a low-luminosity LHC can do so by standard Higgs channels alone. Therefore, in these cases the combination may be a worthwhile exercise before the LHC has run for the few years necessary to collect a large data sample. Furthermore, as happens with the Tevatron, the combination of standard and non-standard Higgs searches at the LHC allows essentially full coverage of the parameter space at more than 2σ with low integrated luminosity. Finally, we showed that this combination remains a powerful tool to disclose the full LHC discovery potential at higher luminosities. In our treatment of the CP-violating MSSM in this study, and previously in the CPconserving case examined in Ref. [3] , we took specific representative values of the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters and the Higgsino mass parameter at the electroweak scale in order to study the reach of collider experiments for certain generic or interesting features of the MSSM Higgs sector. Constraints on the Higgs sector that can be derived from flavor physics or dark matter considerations are very sensitive to the supersymmetry breaking scale and to precise relations between the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters of the different generations as well as the gaugino masses. For this reason, we restricted our analysis to the direct collider constraints on the Higgs sector alone. However, considering the renormalization group evolution of these parameters, our procedure can be applied to study particular UV-embeddings of the MSSM, including specific models of the mediation of supersymmetry breaking into the MSSM. The potential collider reach for these models is interesting in its own right, and furthermore requires the application of flavor and dark matter constraints. We leave the investigation of these interesting possibilities to future work. efficiency-improved Tevatron data and 3 fb −1 LHC data, using SM-like search channels in the CPX scenario for each of the previously considered sets of phases.
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Appendix A Statistical Methods and Approximations
In this Appendix we review the statistics and approximations underpinning the calculations of exclusion limits and discovery used in this work. We begin with the familiar, intuitive understanding of these quantities, valid in the Gaussian limit. We then sketch how they are derived from the precise formulae used by the LHC collaborations in a frequentist framework. Finally, we briefly discuss the relationship between the reach in exclusion and discovery as defined in the analyses of the Tevatron collaborations, and document the approximations used in the text. For the derivation of Eq. A.5-A.11 we follow closely the discussion in Ref. [4] . This appendix should not be considered an exhaustive summary of statistical methods used in Higgs searches; rather, our goal is to derive only those formulae relevant for the generation of our plots, and discuss their simplest limits. Discovery occurs when obtaining the data in the background-only hypothesis is determined to be more unlikely than a one-sided 5σ fluctuation of a normal distribution. In the limit of a large number of events and neglecting systematic errors, the background and signal-plus-background distributions for a single random variable can be taken to be approximately normal with (mean, variance) pairs (B, B) and (S + B, S + B), respectively. Then an estimate for the discovery potential is obtained by testing the background-only hypothesis against data given by N = S + B. Such data reflects an upward fluctuation of size S above the mean. Normalizing to one standard deviation results in the familiar expression for statistical significance of a counting experiment,
An exclusion limit, on the other hand, is an upper bound on the amount of signal that could be present, and occurs for values of signal such that the data in the background-plussignal hypothesis is found to be less likely than a downward fluctuation of magnitude greater than or equal to some fixed statistical significance n in a Gaussian distribution. In the same Gaussian approximation taken for discovery above, one can test the background-plus-signal hypothesis against data N = B. This time, the data is a downward fluctuation of size S below the mean, for a statistical significance of
Fixing n, one can solve for the upper bound on S,
In the limit √ B 1 this reduces to S = n √ B, so that the estimate n = S/ √ B can be used either to determine discovery significance or to set exclusion limits on the signal.
The experimental groups at both colliders employ much more accurate calculations of the statistical significance of their results, which do not rely on the Gaussian approximation, combine multiple channels, and include extensive treatments of systematic errors. For brevity, we review primarily the basics of the methods to be used at the LHC. In Refs. [4] and [5] , the ATLAS and CMS collaborations detail a frequentist analysis which seeks to answer the same question as above, how unlikely is it to obtain data at least as unlikely as the measured set in a fixed model? As in the simple estimate above, it is a hypothesis test based on an expected number of counts R × S ij + B ij , where i, j span the bins and channels and R is a universal rescaling of the expected signal S ij of some reference model, such as the SM or the MSSM. The probability of obtaining data N ij is given by the product of Poisson distributions,
With fixed N ij and variable R, this is equivalent to the likelihood function L(R| N , S, B).
Note that S ij and B ij implicitly depend on a set of parameters θ k , which includes more elementary quantities that define the model and account for any systematic errors. For convenience we abbreviate the likelihood function as L(R| θ). Now we form the statistic q(R), given by the log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
where the denominator is evaluated for (R,θ) which maximize L, and the numerator is evaluated forθ which maximizes L with fixed R. If Nature realizes a particular value of R which we label R , and we measure q(R) for R = R , we should find that q(R) is distributed such that large values are favored. This real distribution of q(R) is given by some f (q(R)|R ).
Since we do not know R , we can test the cumulative probability of obtaining a measured value q obs (R) at least as unlikely in a hypothesized universe with R = R by computing the p-value
According to Wilks' theorem [83] , in the limit of a large data sample (integrated luminosities 2 fb −1 ), f (q(R)|R) is a χ 2 -distribution with m degrees of freedom, where m is the difference between the number of free parameters in the numerator and denominator of the LLR. Since our only free parameter is R, we have m = 1. However, a small complication arises from restricting R andR to nonnegative values, as is done in the experimental analyses. These serve to modify the distribution f (q(R)|R) from χ 2 (q) to
because (for example, in the R = 0 hypothesis taken for discovery significance) half the data should show a fluctuation below the background. The R ≥ 0 restriction then requireŝ R ≡ 0, producing a pileup at q = 0. We take Eq. A.7 as a definition for both discovery and exclusion and refer the reader to Ref. [4] for further details on the δ(q) modification. It is then convenient to change variables to u ≡ q(R), which is distributed as a linear combination of a standard half-normal distribution and a δ-function, again with equal weights. The standard half-normal piece arises because the square of a normally-distributed variable is χ 2 -distributed in one degree of freedom, but inverting this relation by taking the square root leaves only positive values of u well-defined. The δ-function piece is present because u = 0 is just as likely as q = 0. Therefore we have for the distribution of u
Since we are interested only in cases where q obs (R) > 0, Eq. A.6 can be rewritten in the new variable as
According to our definition relating p-values to one-sided Gaussian fluctuations, Eq. A.9 implies a statistical significance n = q obs (R). For multiple independent bins/channels the denominator of the combined likelihood ratio must be maximized over R, and thisR will in general be different from theR ij obtained from studying the bins/channels individually. However, in the absence of real data, we can still estimate the expected combined statistical significance of a hypothesis characterized by R from the statistical significances of each separate bin/channel. First, we set the data to the mean values under a true distribution specified by R , N ij = R × S ij + B ij (known as the "Asimov data set" [84] ). The likelihood maxima for the individual bins/channels will all be achieved forR ij ≈ R , and therefore in the combined likelihood ratio L(R,θ) will also be maximized byR ≈ R . This implies that the combined likelihood ratio factorizes into a product over the likelihood ratios for each bin/channel:
(Note that because the channels are independent, the nuisance parameters θ k are maximized in the combined ratio by the same values as for the individual channels.) Then we can compute the combined statistical significance:
Since q ij (R) is the statistical significance obtained from one bin in a single channel in the χ 2 limit discussed above, we conclude that the statistical significances derived from individual bins/channels can be added in quadrature to obtain an estimate for the combined significance. If we assume B ij is large, we can approximate the Poisson distributions in the LLR by normal distributions. Testing the background-only hypothesis R = 0 in the presence of an Asimov set with R = 1, we obtain in the limit of B ij S ij 1:
Thus, we can add S ij / B ij values for each channel in quadrature to approximate the combined statistical significance of a discovery. For the case of limit-setting in the signal+background hypothesis the procedure is similar, with the Asimov data set taken to be N ij = B ij corresponding to R = 0, and R left unfixed. In this case we obtain
In the second line we have assumed the limit B ij R × S ij 1. Now we would like to fix to a confidence level of nσ and solve for R. The solution, which we will call R (n) , is the expected upper bound on models which differ from the reference model by a universal rescaling of the production cross sections for all channels. Eq. A.13 becomes
where we have used R (n) ij × S ij = n B ij . Therefore, we obtain the combination formula
(A. 15) In other words, the combined upper bound on the signal normalized to the signal in a reference model can be estimated by adding in inverse quadrature the upper bounds on this quantity from each individual bin and channel. In practice, the Tevatron collaborations compute exclusion limits in a different way from Ref. [4] , using both Bayesian and alternate frequentist methods. However, in the limit B ij S ij 1, Eq. A.14 and A.15 are still valid. In the text, we use this inverse quadrature prescription to combine existing upper bounds on the signal from various channels provided by CDF and D0, normalized to the expected signals for those channels in the MSSM. The efficacy of Eq. A.15 for the Tevatron Higgs searches was tested in Ref. [3] by direct comparison with the combined limits presented by the collaborations. The collaborations' combination was derived using a full likelihood ratio analysis, and the naïve combination was found to give a qualitatively very good match. This implies that B ij R (n) ij × S ij 1 is indeed a good approximation for Higgs searches at the Tevatron, and therefore the S/ √ B estimate of statistical significance is valid for both discovery and exclusion. Furthermore, we can make projections for the future limit-setting potential of the Tevatron according to the scaling law R (n) ∝ −1 L −1/2 , where is the signal efficiency and L is the integrated luminosity.
For the LHC we use tables of expected S ij and B ij given by ATLAS and CMS in Refs. [4] and [5] to compute the Poisson distributions and resulting discovery significances in the q(R) approximation for a given luminosity, combining significances with Eq. A.11 and avoiding the S/ √ B approximation which is poor for some LHC channels. Finally, to obtain a meaningful combination of the LHC and Tevatron reaches, we must convert the Tevatron projected upper limits into potential discovery significances using S ij / B ij ≈ n/R (n) ij . Thus far in this appendix we have purposefully avoided referring to "confidence levels" or explicit values of n used for exclusion, because the Tevatron collaborations define 95% C.L. differently from (1 − p) in the signal+background hypothesis, and therefore it cannot be immediately converted (even in the B ij S ij 1 limit) to a statistical significance of discovery in the background-only hypothesis via Eq. A.9. Instead, in the CL s formalism used by the Tevatron groups (reviewed in Ref. [85] ), a 95% C.L. exclusion reach is effectively identified in this limit with a 1.96σ discovery reach for the Asimov datasets. With the identification of n = 1.96 for the Tevatron, we combine the expected statistical significances from both colliders in quadrature.
For completeness, it is worth mentioning a few additional formulas useful for interpreting experimental results from the Tevatron. The collaborations typically present both the expected and observed 95% C.L. upper limits on R. In our study we used only the expected limits, which assume that the data reflects the average number of counts from pure background, so that we could make predictions for the future expected reach of the collider. (Observed limits, on the other hand, may contain statistical fluctuations that will probably be different in the future.) However, if the Higgs is present, then it may generate a real excess in the data and cause the observed limit to be weaker than the expected limit. It is useful to know the relationship between the 95% C.L. upper bounds R obs and R exp if the data is actually S ij + B ij , rather than just B ij . Again in the B ij R (n) ij × S ij 1 limit, it can be shown that R obs ≈ R exp + 1, (A. 16) where this holds for the limits derived from individual bins and channels as well as for the combined limit. On the other hand, even if the signal is present, due to statistical fluctuations the data may not be exactly S ij +B ij . Therefore, given only R obs and R exp , it is also useful to 29 have an approximate formula for the observed statistical significance of discovery. Extracting the approximate data value from R obs in the signal + background hypothesis and computing the significance n obs in the background-only hypothesis, we find n obs ≈ 2 R obs R exp − 1 .
(A.17)
Let us stress that this formula only holds for the R values derived from individual channels or combinations where a single channel dominates, not for the combinations with multiple significant channels. For the latter case more information is required to extract the observed discovery significance. 
